
The Study Purpose
The  existing  pavement on  K-383 from Almena to the northeast of Long Island  has  reached its service  life  requiring 
heavy pavement preservation or replacement.  K-383 is currently a 24’ wide roadway surface with minimal turf 
shoulders. KDOT is seeking public comments on the following three alternatives that are being considered for the 
corridor.

1) Pavement Preservation: Consists of 2-12’ Lanes with 2’ paved shoulders.

2) Widening on Existing Alignment: Consists of 2-12’ Lanes with 6’ composite shoulders.

3) Offset Alignment: Consists of 2-12’ Lanes with 6’ composite shoulders.  

The following pages provide additional information including benefits and drawbacks to each of the alternatives.

How We Got Here
This project was initially started under the T-WORKS Program and design plans were approximately 75% 
complete prior to the project being suspended. At that time the project ran from US-36 in Norton County 
to K-183 in Phillips County, each county designed as a separate project. After public input, the portions 
from US-36 to Almena in Norton County and from the bridge over Prairie Dog Creed to K-183 in Phillips 
County were broken out and are proceeding with construction. (See the back page for their schedules.) The 
project from Almena to Prairie Dog Creek in Norton and Phillips counties is being reevaluated in this study.

K-383 Corridor Study 
Norton & Phillips Counties
FEBRUARY 2021

KDOT Project No. 383-69 KA-2371-03 Norton County KDOT Project No. 383-74 KA-2372-02 Phillips County 
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Aerial Source: Esri  2/3/2018

* Traffic Counts source: Wilson & Co.
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The illustrations depict the Discovery Phase alternatives being considered for K-383.  The exact location 
and right-of-way needs for the project have not been determined at this time.  KDOT makes no warranties, 
guarantees, or representations for the accuracy of this information and assumes no liability for errors or omissions.
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Existing Conditions Map
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Pavement Preservation Benefits
• Lowest cost
• Improves pavement life (10 years before   
 requiring pavement action)
• Maintains existing drainage patterns
• Enhanced safety with the addition of rumble strips
•   May require shorter sections of    
   construction with the use of flagger and pilot car  
   operation to maintain traffic through construction    
   allowing for longer segments where work is not  
   being done, causing less impacts to travelers
•   Construction duration less than other alternatives
•   Utilizes the existing span bridges
•   Minimizes impacts to siphons

Pavement Preservation Drawbacks

• Provides 2' shoulder to provide balance of reduced   
 shoulder width and impacts to adjacent properties,   
 but does not provide the preferred 6' shoulder   
 width.
• Requires R/W acquisition on the north and south   
 sides of the existing roadway
• Does not include replacing existing drainage    
 structures
• Requires an additional cost to redesign    
 current plans increasing the project schedule by   
 approximately one year
•  Does not flatten hills and valley like other alternatives
•  Impacting existing irrigation pivots and farm fields      
  north and south of K-383
• Does not match typical section for adjacent projects   
 as noted on page 8
• Impacting existing irrigation pivots and farm fields   
 north and south of K-383

Widening on Existing Alignment Benefits

• Provides wider shoulders
• Enhances roadside safety with flattening of   
     foreslopes/backslopes and rumble strips
• Utilizes the existing span bridges
• All new pavement and roadway base would   
 provide 12 year design life (Pavement actions  
 would be required every 10 years beginning at 12  
 year design life.)
• Requires a minimal redesign of current 75% design  
 plans with minor impacts to project schedule
• Minimizes impacts to siphons

Widening on Existing Alignment Drawbacks

• R/W acquisitions could be double the    
    pavement preservation alternative due to wider  
 shoulders and flattening slope
• Requires full closure with only limited local   
   access (2 construction seasons)
• Takes longer to construct than the pavement     
    preservation alternative
• Impacting existing irrigation pivots and farm fields  
 north and south of K-383

1.  Addition of shoulder rumble strips and centerline rumble strips enhancing driver safety. Rumble strips are  
 a roadway safety feature to alert inattentive drivers when they drift from their lane. 

2a.  The addition of a bypass lane at Bryant Street for NB traffic in Almena. Vehicles traveling north on K-383  
 will be able to shift around left turning vehicles headed west at Bryant Street.

2b.  The addition of a southbound right turn lane at Bryant Street in Almena. Vehicles traveling west
         on Bryant Street will be able to shift over to the turn lanes moving out of the way for vehicles continuing    
         south on K-383.

3.  The addition of left turn lanes at W 1100 Rd, allowing separation of thru and left turn vehicles through  
 Long Island at this intersection.

The design team, consisting of KDOT, Wilson & Company and GBA has looked at three different 
alternatives for this section of K-383: a Pavement Preservation, Widening on Existing Alignment, 
and Offset Alignment. Each typical section shows the roadway section that was considered and the 
corresponding impacts on Right-of-Way (R/W), cost implications, and safety enhancements. For each 
of the alignments,  Potential Design Elements are being considered and are discussed more in depth.

Alternative 1: Pavement Preservation: This alternative is the minimum work required on the 
corridor to preserve the pavement . This action is a 1” mill with a 4.5” overlay to rehabilitate the 
existing pavement along with shoulder widening, flattening slopes, and drainage improvements. 
This option is the lowest construction cost. Traffic would be open along the corridor with a 
flagger and pilot car operation closing one lane of roadway while construction is completed.
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Benefits & Drawbacks

Alternatives Introduction

Alternative 1

Alternative 2

Alternative 2: Widening on Existing Alignment Typical Section
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Alternative 1: Pavement Preservation Typical Section

Potential Design Elements (Being Considered for All Alternatives)
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Alternative 2: Widening on Existing Alignment: This alternative is the current pavement reconstruction 
design along K-383. The goal of this alternative was to do full reconstruction of the existing pavement and 
widen the shoulders and flatten the sideslopes to meet current design criteria with minimal encroachments 
on the R.R. R/W. Now that the R.R. R/W has been abandoned, KDOT would be able to purchase a 
portion of the abandoned R.R. R/W. This alternative still requires R/W south side of K-383. This option is 
the second most expensive option and would require the roadway to be closed during construction.
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Offset Alignment Benefits

• Reduces impacts to existing irrigation pivots &  
   other farm fields south of existing K-383
• Utilizes R/W abandoned by railroad. This   
 land would need to be purchased from current  
 landowners.
• All new pavement and roadway base would   
 provide 12 year design life (Pavement actions  
 would be required every 10 years beginning at 12  
 year design life)
• Provides wider shoulders than existing K-383
• Traffic can be carried thru construction except at  
 tie-in points (on existing alignment)

Benefits & Drawbacks

Offset Alignment Drawbacks

• Highest cost of three alternatives
• Requires replacement of newer bridge that has  
 a long service life still remaining
• Longest construction time
• May impact existing drainage patterns
• Anticipated R/W needed is approximately   
 30% more compared to widening on existing   
 alternative
• Requires a redesign of current plans increasing  
 the project schedule by approximately two      
 years
• Increase Impacts to existing irrigation pivots &  
 farm fields north of existing K-383
• Increases impacts to siphons

On Alignment through Long Island
In-lieu of relocating north of Long Island, this practical improvement would maintain the existing alignment 
through Long Island, resulting in lesser impacts to R/W and environmental concerns such as two additional 
stream crossings. Anticipated that K-383 will be reduced to a single lane temporarily during construction through 
Long Island with side road closures. Potential Savings - $750,000

On Alignment north east of Long Island
This practical improvement could be used with the  “On Alignment through Long Island” or on its own. This 
option provides an alternative to the offset alignment, by utilizing the existing alignment to reduce impacts to 
center pivots on the northest side of K-383. This also takes advantage of using the existing bridge just north of the 
center pivot. Road Closures would be anticipated for the portion of reconstruction. Potential Savings - $1,500,000

Utilizing Existing Span Bridges
The proposed alignment would follow existing K-383 at the beginning of the project in Norton County and at the 
end of the project in Phillips County. This utilizes the two existing bridges that were previously replaced by KDOT 
within the last 20 years. By doing this, KDOT uses previously invested funds instead of replacing structures that do 
not need to be replaced. Potential Savings - $1,600,000

Key Design Benefits from the previous page would also be considered in the offset alignment alternative as well.
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Alternative 3: Offset Alignment: This alternative takes the existing alignment and offsets it about 65 feet 
northwest. This would allow the roadway to be built while maintaining traffic along existing K-383 except at 
tie-in locations. This alignment includes a relocation north of Long Island and is the most expensive option. 
This option will construct new bridges that were recently replaced on the existing alignment. This option 
would require the purchase of the abandoned railroad R/W, but would also require some additional R/W near 
drainage structures, north of Long Island, and north of where the railroad turns to the north away from K-383.

Alternative 3 Alternative 3: Offset Alignment Typical Section

Alternative 3: Offset Alignment near drainage structure

Potential Cost Savings (For Alternative 3)
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Typical Section: 2 - 12' lanes with a composite shoulder (3' paved and 3' turf)

Anticipated Construction Schedules:

Phillips County from Bridge No. 051 to US-183 (Project No. 383-74 KA-2372-03): Construction to begin 
in summer 2021. The road will be closed during the construction season in 2022. Estimated completion in 
Fall 2022.
Norton County from US-36 to Bridge No. 062 at Almena (Project No. 383-69 KA-2371-02): Construction 
to begin in summer 2022. The road will be closed during the construction season in 2023. Estimated 
completion in Fall 2023. 

KDOT is committed to constructing the delayed T-WORKS projects, including the 
reconstruction of K-383 in Norton and Phillips counties. This portion of the K-383 
project is being advanced as part of the 10-year Eisenhower Legacy Transportation 
Program (IKE) as approved by the 2020 Kansas Legislature.

Matrix of Alternatives
Alternative

Pavement Preservation

On Existing Alignment

Offset Alignment 

Offset Alignment with 
Potential Cost Savings 

Estimated 
Construction 

Cost 

$17,800,000

$34,500,000

$42,900,000

$40,400,000

Right-of-Way 
Impacts

Traffic
Impacts

Anticipated Construction 
Duration

1+  construction seasons

2+ construction seasons

2 construction seasons

2 construction seasons
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Utility
Impacts

Project
Schedule
Impacts

S i g n i fi c a n t  Im p a c tN o  Im p a c t

We want to hear from you!
Please complete the Comment Form on the project website and let us know what you think of 
the proposed project:  K383AlmenatoLongIsland.com

Or reach us via email:  

   Lisa Mussman 
   District 3 Public Affairs Manager KDOT 
   Lisa.Mussman@ks.gov     785-877-3315

Jeff Stewart 
District 3 Engineer 
Jeff.Stewart@ks.gov      785-877-3315
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Adjacent Projects


